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ABSTRACT
Instantly Decodable Network Coding: From Centralized to
Device-to-Device Communications
Ahmed Douik
From its introduction to its quindecennial, network coding has built a strong reputation in enhancing the packet recovery process and achieving maximum information
flow in both wired and wireless networks. Traditional studies focused on optimizing
the throughput of the network by proposing complex schemes that achieve optimal
delay. With the shift toward distributed computing on mobile devices, throughput
and complexity become both critical factors that affect the efficiency of a coding
scheme. Instantly decodable network coding imposed itself as a new paradigm in
network coding that trades off these two aspects. This paper presents a survey of
instantly decodable network coding schemes that are proposed in the literature. The
various schemes are identified, categorized and evaluated. Two categories can be
distinguished namely the conventional centralized schemes and the distributed or
cooperative schemes. For each scheme, the comparison is carried out in terms of
reliability, performance, complexity and packet selection methodology. Although the
performance is generally inversely proportional to the computation complexity, numerous successful schemes from both the performance and complexity viewpoint are
identified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The exponential increase in consumers’ demand for mobile communication and computation power during the last decade has driven the research and industrial communities to explore the potentials of cooperation and data exchange between mobile
clients. For instance, one of the major directions towards 5G networks is the use of
device-to-device (D2D) communications and cooperative packet recovery among cell
phones. This offloaded traffic from the base-station can thus free up some spectrum
for them to boost data rates. Fast and reliable D2D data exchange is also a core
component in mobile cloud computing in order to distribute computationally heavy
tasks (such as distributed sensing, distributed estimation, distributed optimization)
over a cloud of computationally limited mobile clients.
Motivated by the importance of these current and futuristic applications, several
recent works aimed to develop solutions to speed up cooperative data exchange (CDE)
in wireless D2D networks using network coding. By allowing network coded cooperation in data packet exchange among the clients, significant improvements can be
achieved in data rates, quality of service, distributed space-time diversity and energy
efficiency in many sorts of wireless networks (including cellular, mobile, vehicular,
sensor and cognitive networks, ... etc.) .
Since its introduction at the dawn of the new millennium, network coding (NC) has
shown great abilities to substantially improve transmission efficiency, packet recovery,
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throughput and delay over broadcast erasure channels. Two trends of network coding
can be distinguished in the literature, namely random (or full) network coding (RNC)
and opportunistic network coding (ONC). The former trend combines all the packets
with random non-zero and independent coefficients in each transmission. The latter
trend exploits the receivers’ side information in selecting packets to be coded in each
transmission to achieve a certain target.
Despite the great interest in RNC in the literature, its ability to recover packets
without feedback, and its optimality in reducing the number of packet transmissions in
broadcast scenarios, it is only feasible for applications with high delay tolerance, since
it does not support progressive packet decoding. It is also inefficient in unicast and
multicast scenarios, in which different groups of receivers are interested in different
subsets of the transmitted packets. On the other hand, despite the ability of ONC
to resolve the aforementioned problems, the many works that have studied ONC
scenarios have shown great complexity and scalability issues in optimally solving many
ONC problems online (by online we mean solving the problem in real-time without
knowing future channel erasures), as they involve the examination of an exploding
number of sets and virtual queues. Moreover, there exists no general framework to
optimize desired metrics in ONC.
Lately, many advancements in the analysis, optimization of diverse metrics, and
simple algorithm design, have been achieved for one subclass of ONC, namely instantly decodable network coding (IDNC), in wireless centralized networks. In this
subclass of ONC, the received coded packets at the receivers must be decoded at their
reception instants and cannot be stored for future decoding. In other words, when
a receiver gets a packet, it must either use it instantly to decode one of its desired
packets or discard it. The reason of the tremendous progress in the analysis and the
development of simple online algorithm design for IDNC resulted from its expression
as a simple graph model. Thus, the rich literature on graph based algorithms and
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their well designed heuristics can be called to solve many CDE problems in D2D
communications.
This first part of this survey will provide a comprehensive description of the different types, graph models, problem formulations and developed solutions for the
two sub-classes of IDNC in the centralized network model, namely, the strict IDNC
and generalized IDNC sub-classes. The second part of the survey will illustrate the
extensions of these formulations and solving tools to the case of CDE for D2D communications.
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Chapter 2
Instantly Decodable Network
Coding: Centralized Networks
2.1

Introduction to Network Coding

Imagine a group of geographically close people using their smart phones to exchange
information on their favourite social media or to watch the latest posted video, while
others are checking the traffic status to plan their trip, and others using voice-overIP applications, etc. In order to satisfy all this simultaneous demand, Multicast
Broadcast Services (MBS) have become one of the core component in the design
of wireless communication and networking protocols, such as LTE and WiMAX [1].
Many applications in communication engineering, such as cellular, video streaming,
roadside safety messages and robot networks, do not only consume a lot of bandwidth
and network resources, but they are also delay-intolerant applications. In other words,
for this type of applications, packets that are not useful at their reception instant can
cause interruption or discontinuance of the stream. Therefore, these MBS protocols,
while efficiently using the scarce bandwidth and network resources to satisfy the
high bandwidth and delay requirements, they should also allow progressive packet
reception to satisfy delay requirements in order to guarantee good streaming quality.
In pursuance of simultaneously increasing the efficiency of the packet transmission
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and recovery processes, Network Coding has been introduced as a new paradigm that
attains maximum information flow in a network.
Initiated at the beginning of the millennium by Ahlswede, Cai, and Yeung in
their seminal paper [2], network coding fascinated researchers worldwide due to its
great abilities to considerably enhance transmission efficiency, throughput and delay
in both wired and wireless communication systems [3, 4, 5]. As a consequence, NC
became a promising technique for delivering high data rate content for future wireless
communication networks [6, 7] with great potential to improve security, robustness,
manageability, Quality of Service (QoS). Generally, NC is performed by mixing different information flows in a communication network. Packet encoding is performed
either from the same terminal or from different terminals. In the first case, the encoding scheme is referred to as intra-session network coding [2, 8], while the second
is called inter-session network coding [9, 10].
Recent works [8, 9, 10] formulated interesting network coding problems ranging
from computing the fundamental capacity limits to quantifying the performance gains.
In addition, NC was shown to be in close relationship with other areas of research
such as information theory [11, 12], graph theory [13], coding theory [14, 15], matroid
theory [16, 17] and complexity theory [18, 3]. In the last decade, capacity-achieving
network codes have been designed for numerous practical settings, the theoretical
complexity of several fundamental network coding problems have been established
and efficient algorithms developed. Reference [19] exposes the richness of NC by
providing a comprehensive tutorial, presenting its applications in various areas of
communication, networking and computing.
Due to its numerous benefits, NC has been employed in many systems such as
distribution systems, wireless networks, storage networks and disruption-tolerant networks. However, compared to the major advancement on the theoretical part, applications of NC are only beginning to emerge. It is worth mentioning that most of the
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existing works in NC assume that users fully cooperate [20] instead of being selfish
and pursuing their own interests which can be controversial in practical scenarios.
The propagation environment and mobility in wireless networks create fading and
shadowing that are responsible of packet loss. At the application layer, packet loss can
be seen as erasure [21, 22]. This erasure affects both the delivery of the information
flow and the ability of receivers to simultaneously decode the mixed data [23]. As
a consequence, a higher information flow in the network offered by NC does not
always translate into lower delay at higher communication layers [24, 25], since the
mixed data should be extricated first before decoding. Designing NC schemes and
algorithms that consider this throughput-delay interplay and balance them have been
shown to be challenging [26].
One on the most remarkable examples that exhibit this interaction between throughput and delay is Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] in
broadcast erasure channels scenario. In this configuration, a frame of Ntotal packets is
combined at the sender using random, non-zeros and linearly independent coefficients
from a known and finite field. The mixed packets are then broadcast to all receivers in
the network until each one successfully receives Ntotal of these combinations [32, 33].
Although this RLNC scheme achieves the best use of the network (best throughput),
delay may be very important since the decoding is possible only after receiving the
entire Ntotal independent mixed packets. It is worth mentioning that employing popular erasure correcting codes for reliable broadcasting such as Raptor codes [34, 35]
and LT [36] also generate very large delays.
NC schemes can mainly be divided into two sections, namely random (or full)
network coding [37, 38] and opportunistic network coding [39]. As discussed earlier,
RNC mixes the packets using independent, random and independent coefficients from
a given field in each transmission. On the other hand, in ONC, the packet selection
process is performed using the sender side information about the lost and received
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packets by all receivers in the network. Recovery is carried opportunistically at each
transmission and can be combined with data compression techniques, such as multiple
description [40], which provide a more graceful and robust recovery process in the
presence of unknown channel conditions.
RNC attracted many researchers worldwide thanks to its benefits such as optimality in reducing the number of packet transmissions (optimal throughput) in broadcast
scenarios [27] and its ability to recover even without feedback. However, due to the
throughput-delay tension discussed earlier, RNC does not support progressive packet
decoding [41, 42, 43] and thus is feasible only for applications having high delay tolerance. Moreover, RNC is ineffective when the receivers are requesting different subsets
of the transmitted packets [44]. In other words, RNC is not suited for unicast and
multicast sessions [29, 45, 46, 44]. Not to mention that decoding in RNC requires
complex operations over large Galois fields which is a computational bottleneck.
For ONC, references [47, 48] examined the capacity of multiple unicast sessions
over 1-to-broadcast erasure channels for spatially independent and symmetric channels with one-sided fair rates. For this special case, the authors derived the capacity
regions and designed an algorithm, known as the packet evolution (PE) algorithm,
to achieve these capacities. The PE algorithms proposed in [47] only serves a subset
of receivers with defined sizes and in an arbitrary sequential cyclic or acyclic fashion. This rigid structure sequentially extends the number of decoding receivers by
creating more side information in the network. However, due to this structure, receivers are not prioritized according to the number of their missing packets or their
erasure patterns. Hence these algorithms, although delay efficient, are throughput
inefficient. The authors in [49] showed that the performance of forward error correction (FEC) schemes can be improved by mixing random intraflow FEC coding with
the PE algorithm.
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2.2

Motivation of Instantly Decodable Network Coding

Numerous wireless applications, ranging from the satellite communications to WiFi
networks, require broadcasting [50] data to multiple users. These real-time applications generally have strict and critical deadlines, after which the packet is outdated
and no longer needed and they can allow some packet loss. For example, for a video
streaming or online games, packet loss can cause animation lag and low quality video
[51]. However even in the presence of erasure the client can restore its state by
resyncing periodically [52] or receiving different flows mixed into a single packet, thus
increasing the information content per transmission [53].
Although they can tolerate loss due to channel impairments, such as, wireless
fading and interference, these real-time applications may suffer significantly from
this loss leading to poor performance. Packet recovery with very low delay and
possibly low complexity is a desirable feature for these applications. Earlier work
has shown that coding can improve transmission efficiency, throughput, and delay
over broadcast erasure channels [54, 25, 55, 56, 34, 57]. One ONC that fits the
aforementioned application by allowing instantaneous decoding (i.e. with zero delay)
is the Instantly Decodable Network Codes. Table ?? summarizes the performance
of Random, Opportunistic, and Instantly Decodable Network Coding according to
various criteria.
IDNC was first introduced in [58] under the name Instantaneously Decodable
Network Coding. Sorour et al. [56, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63] investigated deeply the instantly
decodable codes and introduced the term Instantly Decodable Network Coding. In
IDNC, packets are encoded at the sender using binary XOR. At the receiver side,
they are allowed to be decoded only at their reception instant and cannot be stored
for future decoding. IDNC attracted much attention in the last few years thanks to
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its numerous benefits:
1. The instant decodability property of recovered packets upon successful packet
reception make them useful at their reception instant which perfectly matches
the requirements of the MBS streaming applications [64]. A property that the
RNC and the general ONC usually lack.
2. Encoding at the sender side is implemented using binary XOR, which eliminates the complex operations. This simple encoding schemes also reduces the
coefficient reporting overhead as in RNC and general ONC.
3. Decoding at the receivers is also implemented using binary XOR, which avoid
the need for matrix inversion using Gaussian elimination operations over large
Galois fields, which represent the computational bottleneck in RNC and general
ONC.
4. Non-instantly decodable packets are discarded, which eliminate the need for
buffers to store coded packets for future decoding. The last two properties
allow the design of cost and energy efficient receivers, a feature of great interest
to mobile receivers having generally limited power and computation capabilities.

Table 2.1: Performance of Random, Opportunistic, and Instantly Decodable Network Coding according to various criteria
Random
Opportunistic
Instantly Decodable
Criterion \ Scheme
Network Coding
Network Coding
Network Coding
Throughput
Optimal
Sub-optimal
Sub-optimal
Moderate depending
Moderate depending
Delay
Huge delay
on the scheme
on the scheme
Complexity
Large field size
Depends on the scheme
Binary field
Mix using random
Mix using diversity
Mix using binary
Encoding
independent coefficients of lost and received packets
XOR
Complex operations
Moderate depending
Simple binary
Decoding
over large Galois fields
on the scheme
XOR
Decoding is performed
Depend on the scheme
Progressive Decoding
after getting
but usually
Instantaneous decoding
the whole frame
better than RNC
Moderate depending
Moderate depending
Overhead
Minimal
on the scheme
on the scheme
As large
Moderate depending
No need
Buffer Size
as the frame size
on the scheme
for buffer
Minimal feedback
More or less heavy
Feedback
Feedback Load
and can run even
depending
needed
without feedback
on the scheme
after each transmission
Broadcast Efficiency
Optimal
Sub-optimal
Sub-optimal
Multicast Efficiency
Inefficient
Depends on the scheme
Depends on the scheme
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Due to the throughput-delay tension in NC explained earlier, works on IDNC can
be mainly divided into two groups. The first group [25, 55, 56, 59, 60, 61] considers
the delay as the throughput (maximize the use of the network resources). In IDNC
terminology, throughput is referred to as the completion time and is defined as the
time it takes to recover all the losses at all receivers. This definition of delay is not
relevant to real-time applications in which progressive decoding is wanted. The second
group [25, 65, 66] aims to broadcast one packet (potentially coded) from the source,
in order to maximize the number of receivers that can instantly decode a packet
from the packet combination and recover one of their missing packets. The metric
that achieves this goal is introduced in [67] under the name of delay and renamed
afterwards as decoding delay. Figure ?? illustrating an example of the difference
between the completion time and the decoding delays experienced by the different
users in the network. The common definition [68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73] of the decoding
delay is the following:
Definition 1. At any recovery phase transmission, a receiver that is still missing
packets, experiences one unit increase of decoding delay if it receives a packet that
does not allow it to recover one of its missing packets.
It is worth while to note that the decoding delay and completion time are not
the only definitions of delay that can be found in the literature. For example, in
[43], the authors examined the problem of minimizing the queue size at the sender
and in [74], the authors proposed schemes that reduce mean completion time for
broadcasting over a generalized variant of half duplex erasure channels. In [63], the
delay was considered as the coding density defined as the number of actual coding
opportunities normalized by the maximum number of coding opportunities that could
exist for the same number of packet requests. In [75], the delay is considered to be the
receiver goodput defined as the percentage of sender transmissions that deliver new
source packets to this receiver. Reference [76] considered that the erasure broadcast
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Figure 2.1: Example illustrating the difference between the completion time and the
decoding delays experienced by receivers 1 to 4 in an erasure free scenario. Note that
if the order of the transmission was reversed (i.e. packet 3 first then packet 1 ⊕ 2),
then receivers 2 and 3 will experience a decoding delay. Hence the completion time
is still 2 but he decoding delay become 2. Therefore, for the same completion delay,
different decoding delay patterns exists.
channel model does not fully characterize the available information. The authors
characterized the quality of erroneous packets by the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
and designed an IDNC retransmission scheme by the name of Quality-Aware Instantly
Decodable Network Coding (QAIDNC) that uses the SNR instead of the high level
erasure model.
The authors in [65, 66] proposed an opportunistic intersession network coding
scheme for wireless networks by the name of COPE. The packet combinations are
chosen so that they are instantly decodable at the next time slot. The aim of the
algorithm is to maximize the number of receivers that can decode a packet in the
next hop by mixing packets, stored in the sender queue, in a first-in-first-out (FIFO)
fashion. Keller et al. [25] proposed a greedy version of COPE and a repetition
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algorithm to reduce decoding delay.
The problem of delay minimization in IDNC for erasure free channels have been
studied in the literature under the name of index coding (IC), introduced by Birk
and Kol [77] previously and extensively studied in [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86].
In [87, 88], the authors proved that reaching the global optimal of the index coding
problems is NP-hard [78, 86, 18] and even its approximation is hard [89], including a
variation of IC where users are pliable and happy to receive any packet [83, 84]. Different greedy algorithms were proposed to solve the index coding problem in [80, 85].
This complexity is even worse in the general case when links have intrinsic erasure.
The decoding is no longer surely guaranteed due to possible erasures and reaching
the optimal solution requires exhaustive search over all possibilities of transmission
outcomes and erasures until all packets are delivered to all users. Hence, scheduling
the coded packet for the whole recovery phase is not feasible and should be done dynamically after each transmission according to the received feedback. A more general
problem than IC is broadcasting with side information [90, 91]. In this configuration,
each receiver knows a subset of a message (its side information) and each receiver
wants exactly one of the blocks it is still missing. The aim is to minimize the length
of the codeword whose transmission will allow all receivers to simultaneously recover
their missing blocks.
In [67], the authors showed that coding offers significant gains in delay. They
compared the performance of several online NC algorithms for independent identically distributed (i.i.d) erasure channels. They presented an offline NC scheme that
performs unprioritized packet selection and do not consider channel conditions in the
selection process. They showed that the minimization of the mean and maximum
delay even for an offline setting (future erasure patterns are known) is NP-hard. Sundararajan et al. [3] presented an online NC algorithm in a setting with only three
receivers. In this particular setting, they computed rate optimality and conjectured
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its asymptotically optimal average delay. A rate optimal network coding scheme is
defined as the scheme for which all receivers are guaranteed to benefit from the coded
packet transmitted in each transmission [92].

2.3
2.3.1

Strict Instantly Decodable Network Coding
Definition

To ensure the properties of IDNC such as instant packet recovery, simple XOR-based
packet encoding and decoding, and the lack of need for additional buffers to store
un-decoded packets, the strict IDNC (S-IDNC) scheme was introduced in [55, 92]. In
this scheme, the sender must select a network coded packet combination in such a
way that the packet combination is instantly decodable by all receivers. By instantly
decodable, we mean that the packet combination should include at most one missing
packet for all receivers. On the other hand a non-innovative packet for a receiver is
a packet combination that do not bring new information to that user. In S-IDNC,
the network coded packet combination in each transmission should be decodable by
all receivers and possibly non-innovative to a subset of them. In other words, SIDNC forces the sender to transmit packets that are only either non-innovative or
instantly decodable for all receivers at each hop. Clearly, the constraints of S-IDNC
are sufficient to guarantee all the important benefits of IDNC. The S-IDNC problem
is related to the index coding problem. However, the formulation and solution differ.
Whereas in index coding a receiver that is still missing several packets can be seen as
multiple receivers each missing a single packet, splitting users in S-IDNC is prohibited,
since it can violate the instantly decodable property of IDNC coded packets. It is
worthy mentioning that, in contrast with RNC, S-IDNC is not throughput optimal,
where a scheme is called rate or throughput optimal if all transmissions are innovative
for the entire set of receivers.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the S-IDNC graph. Each vertex represents a packet. Two
vertices are connected if the packet combination resulting of the XOR of the individual
packets represented by the vertices is instantly decodable for all receivers in the
network.

2.3.2

Graph Representation

Since S-IDNC problems are combinatorial in nature, there is no surprise that the
constraint on the coded packet combination that the sender can perform can be
represented in graph form [93]. Reference [94] introduces an undirected graph G(V, E)
with Nlost vertices to represent the S-IDNC constraints, where Nlost is the number of
packets that are lost by at least one receiver. In this graph, each vertex v ∈ V
represents a source packet that is needed by one (possibly many) receivers. Two
vertices v and v 0 are connected by an edge in E, if the source packet that they
represent are not wanted simultaneously by the same receiver. It is clear to see that
packet combinations that violate the instantly decodability constraint of S-IDNC are
those that are wanted simultaneously by the same receiver and hence no edge exists
between such packets. The maximum size a S-IDNC graph can reach is Ntotal , the
size of the whole frame to transmit. Figure ?? represents an example of a feedback
matrix and its corresponding S-IDNC graph.
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2.3.3

Formulations and Solutions for the Completion Time
and Decoding Delay Problems

Reference [25] proposed a random opportunistic method to reduce order-insensitive
decoding delay. The authors studied the decoding performance of several online NC
algorithms to minimize the decoding delay for i.i.d erasure channels. Instead of considering the channel condition in the selection process, their algorithm performed only
un-prioritized packet selection for each transmission. This formulation was improved
in [55] by Sadeghi et al. by assigning high priority to packets that are requested by
a large number of users. The problem of finding packet combinations that maximize
the number of beneficiary users was formulated as an Integer Linear Program (ILP)
and was proven to be NP-hard based on the Set Packing problem. Their scheme is
referred to as the weighted sum S-IDNC. Optimal and heuristic NC algorithms were
proposed to solve the minimum decoding delay problem. The formulation was further extended in [92] to include Persistent Erasure Channels (PEC) modeled by the
Gilbert-Elliott channel.
The Gilbert-Elliott channel (GEC), first introduced in [95], is a varying channel
represented by a discrete time-homogeneous binary Markov chain. The two states are
respectively called Good and Bad states (designed by G and B in the Figure ??). In its
original formulation, the GEC was assumed to be error free. In other words, the Good
state always results in a successful transmission and the Bad one in a failure. Thus,
the process can be described by a single, time-independent matrix. This formulation
allowed the computation of the capacity in closed form [96] and the elaboration of
efficient encoding algorithms [97, 98, 99]. In contrast with the Memory-less Erasure
Channels (MECs), the GEC is called a Persistent Erasure Channel (PEC) due to the
underlying Markov nature of the channel (also called fading channels).
The model was extended to incorporate non-zero failure probability in the good
state and non zero success probability in the bad state. The formulation was further
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Figure 2.3: The two state Gilbert-Elliott channel. In each state, the channel is
a discrete memory-less channel. More specifically, the Good state (G) results in an
erasure of the transmitted packet with probability p whereas the Bad state (B) results
in an erasure of the transmitted packet with probability q.
extended to include multiple states, which allowed the modeling of multiple fading
scenarios. This last formulation is called the Finite-State Markov Channel (FSMC).
A survey providing in-depth understanding of the fundamental results of PEC and
FSMC along with their applications in wireless communication systems can be found
in [100].
Due to the persistent erasure of the Markov chain, the channel has a memory
factor as an indicator of the correlation between the states at different times. This
indicator is defined as the complementary of the sum of the transiting probability
between states. A high value indicates that the channel is more likely to stay in the
same state for the next hops. In that case, the channel is called highly persistent.
The MECs can be seen as special cases of the PECs that can be obtained by setting
the memory of the channel to zero.
Karim et al. [101] proposed an improved variation of the weighted sum S-IDNC
scheme to minimize the decoding delay per transmission over wireless broadcast erasure channels with memory (i.e. PECs). In their new formulation, the sender initially
designs each coded packet to serve a subset of receivers whose channel is expected
to be in the good state. Once such a packet combination is determined, the sender
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appropriately targets a broader set of receivers whose channel is expected to be in
the bad state as long as their inclusion does not violate the S-IDNC constraint for
the selected receivers so far. By simulations, their proposed layered service always
considerably outperforms the weighted S-IDNC [55].
In [94], the authors after introducing the S-IDNC graph, designed efficient heuristic to discover S-IDNC coding solutions. In [102], the authors constructed a conflict
matrix and demonstrated their relationship with the graph model. The construction
is similar to the construction of the graph and rely on the concepts of conflicting and
non-conflicting source packets. This formulation was used to derive lower and upper
bounds on the achievable completion time and the decoding delay in S-IDNC. In
[103], the authors considered a network with a time division duplex (TDD) persistent
erasure channel. In this configuration, the sender optimize the number of transmissions in the next time slot relying on the received acknowledgement from receivers in
order to minimize the completion time. The effect of packet length on the completion
time and the decoding delay is also studied.
Due to the major advancement in developing network coding schemes, the research
interest in the image and video delivery [104, 51] was significantly invigorated during
the last few years. In a context of video streaming, [105] proposes a scheme videoaware opportunistic network coding scheme that takes into account not only the
throughput but also the video quality in the selection process. Li et al. [106, 107]
solved the problem by proposing S-IDNC scheme. For a sufficiently large video file,
they showed that, when there are no more than three users subject to hard deadline
constraints and for MECs, their proposed solution asymptotically achieves throughput
optimality.
Fundamental results [108, 109, 110, 111, 112] proved that the use of relay can
significantly improve the efficiency of the broadcast channel. In this context [113,
114] propose to study the decoding delay performance of S-IDNC in a relay-aided
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network. The authors analysed the performance of the proposed scheme and showed
that it largely outperforms previously proposed schemes using Automatic repeatrequest (ARQ) network coding-based schemes [115, 116].
Multicast is an important communication paradigm that refers to a set of different
users with difference traffic demands. The multicast problem is a problem well known
for its difficulty (i.e. NP-hardness) in which the aim is to route the multicast traffic
in order to satisfy various objectives, such as to minimize completion time, or to
maximize energy efficiency. In [117], the authors proved that the intractable optimal
multicast routing problem becomes tractable if network coding is allowed. Multicast
session received a lot of attention in the NC community [118, 119, 120, 121]. For
instance, [70] introduces Unequal Error Protection (UEP) scheme in a context of
S-IDNC for order sensitive applications. The main difference compared to previous
work is that the authors considered that some packets have higher importance than
others for an earlier gain at the receiver’s side.
Sadeghi et al. [28] proposed to compare the performance of RLNC and S-IDNC
in terms of the three network metrics: the completion time in perfect channels (i.e.
no erasure), the probability distribution of extra coded transmissions in a subsequent
round (due to erasures) and the mean decoding delay experienced. The notion of
packet diversity and of optimal S-IDNC is introduced. In [122], the authors propose
a network coding scheme to unify S-IDNC and RLNC. In terms of field size, S-IDNC
and RLNC are the two extreme cases and have been considered to be incompatible
in the literature. Taking advantage of the optimal solution of S-IDNC, their scheme
fills the gap between S-IDNC and RLNC and provides in depth understanding on
the throughput-delay trade-off of NC. The study is extended in [123] to incorporate
practical implementations of the coding scheme in order to improve the throughputdelay tradeoff and to manage feedback frequency and the coding complexity.
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2.4

Generalized Instantly Decodable Network Coding

2.4.1

Definition and Motivation

As its name declares, S-IDNC scheme forces the sender to perform packets combination that are instantly decodable for all receivers (and maybe non-innovative for a
subset of them), in each recovery phase transmission. Clearly, this constraint at the
sender limits its coding opportunities since it forbids packet combinations violating it
even for only one receiver and thus limits the coding opportunities and the network
capacity in each transmission. Figure ?? illustrate an example of the limitations of
the S-IDNC scheme. Therefore not all the packet combinations can be performed
which can lead to a sub-optimal solution because there may exist a coded packet that
is not instantly decodable to all users but is beneficial to a larger number of users
than any other packet that is decodable by all users. One way to keep all the S-IDNC
benefits while enhancing the network capacity is to loosen the instant decodability
constraint at the sender.
In this context, Sorour et al. [59] introduced the notion of generalized instantly
decodable network coding (G-IDNC). G-IDNC do not require that the packet combination to be decodable by all users, as opposed to the S-IDNC studied previously
[25, 55, 92]. However, these non-instantly decodable packets should not be stored at
the receivers. Otherwise, these receivers will be required to have decoding buffers and
to carry complicated coding and decoding processes, which eliminates all the benefits
of S-IDNC. Rather then storing them, all non-instantly decodable detected packets
should be discarded at the receivers side. In this way, encoding and decoding can
still be performed using binary XOR without the need of decoding buffers. In some
manner, G-IDNC relocate the instant decodability constraint from the sender side to
the receivers side.
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Figure 2.4: Limitations of the S-IDNC. In this example, 0 refers that the packet is
received and 1 that is it wanted. Clearly, only the packets 1, 2, and 3 ⊕ 4 satisfy
the strict instant decodability constraint and can target three receivers. The packet
combination 1 ⊕ 2 violate the constraint but can target four receivers. 1 ⊕ 2 belongs
to the G-IDNC class.
Through easy to state, moving the instant decodability constraint have significant impact on the system and on the complexity of the operations that have to be
performed during the encoding process. Without the instant decodability constraint,
the sender can make all possible packet combinations. The number of these possible
packet combination is 2Ntotal where Ntotal is the size of the frame. This exploding
number of possible packets make the optimization problems even more complicated
as we will discuss the next section.
Aboutorab et al. [71] proposed an even more general setting than G-IDNC referred
to as order-2 G-IDNC (O2-GIDNC) to improve the broadcast completion time and
decoding delay. In this scheme, receivers have buffers to store a subset of the noninstantly decodable packets they receives. The stored packet should contain exactly
two packets the receiver is missing so far and can be used in a systematic way later for
more decoding opportunities. Even if the scheme violate the property of no buffers
at the receivers, the properties of instantaneous decoding of the packets and fast
encoding and decoding using only binary XOR are preserved. By construction O2-GIDNC provides better network performance than the traditional G-IDNC. However,
the computation cost at the sender increases. Table ?? summarizes the performance
of Strict, Generalized and Order-2 Instantly Decodable Network Coding according to
various criteria.

Table 2.2: Performance of Strict, Generalized and Order-2 Instantly Decodable Network Coding according to various criteria
Strict Instantly
Generalized Instantly Order-2 Generalized Instantly
Criterion \ Scheme
Network Coding
Network Coding
Network Coding
Possible Combination
Subset
All
All
Encoding & Decoding
Binary XOR
Binary XOR
Binary XOR
Ntotal (Ntotal − 1)
Buffer Size
No need for buffer
No need for buffer
2
Optimal Solution
Intractable
Intractable
Intractable
Function of
Function of
Function of
!
Complexity of Each Step
Ntotal − 1
Mtotal
Mtotal Ntotal
Mtotal Ntotal 1 +
2
Progressive Decoding
Instantaneous decoding Instantaneous decoding
Depends on the packet
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the G-IDNC graph. Each vertex represents the combination
of receiver/packet. Two vertices are connected if the resulting packet combination is
instantly decodable for both receivers represented by the vertices.

2.4.2

Graph Representation

To represent all the packet combination that can be performed at the sender side and
that are instantly decodable by any subset (possible all) the receivers, reference [59]
proposed to use a graph model based on feedback from the users. This graph model
was first introduced in [80, 78] as a heuristic algorithm to solve the index coding
problem.
In an error-free retransmissions, reference [80] showed that obtaining the optimal
packet combination that minimizes the completion time is equivalent to solving the
corresponding index coding problem. Due to the NP-hardness of the index coding
problem, the authors in [80, 78] introduced a graph colouring approximation that can
be used to efficiently solve the problem. The authors in [62] used the graph model to
design a transmission scheme based on graph partitioning for IDNC. In a context of
G-IDNC problems, the graph was renamed simply the G-IDNC graph [59].
Before formulating the graph construction steps, we first introduce the two following set for each receiver i in the network:
• The Has set: Denoted by Hi , the Has set contains the packets that are success-
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fully received by user i.
• The Wants set: Denoted by Wi , the Wants set contains the packets that are
lost by user i. Obviously, in a context of broadcast, these two sets are complementary.
The key idea in constructing the G-IDNC graph, is that two packets that are
wanted by two receivers are combinable if these two receivers can benefit both from
the packet combination. In other words, two packets are combinable if the resulting
packet is instantly decodable for both receivers. It is clear that this situation happens
if and only if the two receivers are requesting the same packet or if the packet wanted
by each receiver is in the Has set of the other. Therefore, to construct the G-IDNC
graph G(V, E), a vertex vij ∈ V is generated for each packet j ∈ Wi for all receiver i.
Two distinct vertices vij and vkl in V are connected with an edge in E if one of the
two following conditions is true:
• j = l ⇒ The same packet j is needed by both receivers i and k.
• j ∈ Hk and l ∈ Hi ⇒ The packet combination j ⊕ l is innovative and can be
decoded by both receivers i and k.
Figure ?? represents an example of a feedback matrix and its corresponding GIDNC graph. It can be clearly noted from the graph construction steps that the
receivers dimension is added. While S-IDNC graph only represent the packets, the
G-IDNC represent simultaneously on the same graph the packet and the receiver.
Therefore, the G-IDNC graph is dramatically larger than the S-IDNC graph which
make optimization for G-IDNC more complex. While the maximum size a S-IDNC
graph can reach is Ntotal vertices, G-IDNC graph can reach the size of Mtotal Ntotal
vertices where Mtotal is the total number of receiver still wanting packets and Ntotal
is the size of the whole frame to transmit.
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In [60], the graph formulation was extended to fit both the broadcast and the
multicast scenarios. The Lack set is incorporated in the system model for all receivers.
This set represents the unwanted packet that are lost at a specific receivers. These
packets, through unwanted by the receiver, can help fasten the recovery process since
they enhance the decoding capabilities of that receiver. To represent these packets, a
second layer is added to the graph. This layer have the same connectivity conditions
as the first layer at the only difference is that the packets represented by the vertices
are in the Lack set instead of the Wants set. Reference [124] provides proofs that
the two layer G-IDNC graph is optimal in reducing both the decoding delay and
the completion time. Figure ?? illustrate an example of a feedback matrix and its
corresponding multicast G-IDNC graph in a multicast scenario.
In a context of limited feedback, the authors in [125] adapted the graph formulation by introducing a new lossy G-IDNC graph (LG-IDNC) to further improve the
delay. While the G-IDNC graph represents only irrefutably combinable packets (i.e.
packets that are sure to be decoded at the intended receivers), the LG-IDNC graph
represents also packet combinations which instant decodability is uncertain. This uncertainty rises from feedback imperfections that creates doubts about which receiver
can decode which packet combination. The connectivity conditions of the LG-IDNC
graph rely on the idea that two packets are combinable if the combination results in
a lower expected decoding delay than the expected one when sending these packets
separately. Obviously, these connectivity conditions reduces to the G-IDNC graph
conditions in the perfect feedback scenario.
For their O2-GIDNC scheme, the authors in [71] proposed a graph formulation
to solve both the completion time and the decoding delay problem. In agreement
with the G-IDNC graph, their graph was called the O2-G-IDNC graph. This graph
is composed of two graphs: primary and secondary graphs. The first graph is constructed in the same manner as the G-IDNC graph. The second graph is constructed
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the multicast G-IDNC graph. Each vertex represents the
combination of receiver/packet. Primary graph contain only the wanted vertices,
whereas the secondary one contains the unwanted packets. Two vertices are connected if the resulting packet combination is instantly decodable for both receivers
represented by the vertices.
using packets that are buffered at the receivers. Hence these buffered non-instantly
decodable packet can be seen as new packets in the system and the construction of
the secondary graph is done using the same steps as for the G-IDNC graph where
each vertex represents a buffered packet and a receiver. A vertex vij in the primary
graph is connected to a vertex vlm (here m represents a packet combination that can
be seen as a new packet.) are connected with an edge in E if one of the following
conditions if verified:
• j = m ⇒ The same packet j is needed by both receivers i and l.
• j ∈ Hl and m ∈ Hi and j∩m = ∅ ⇒ The packet combination j⊕m is innovative
and can be decoded by both receivers i and l. The condition j ∩ m = ∅ ensure
that the formed edge will not result in sending the same buffered packet to the
same receiver.
The O2-G-IDNC graph represents not only the packets and the receivers but also
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the non-innovative packets on the secondary graph. The introduction of these noninnovative packets increases the size of the graph (number of vertices). The maximum
size the O2-G-IDNC graph can reach is of Mtotal Ntotal (1 + (Ntotal − 1)/2) compared
with Mtotal Ntotal for the G-IDNC graph and with Ntotal for the S-IDNC graph.

2.4.3

Formulations and Solutions for Completion Time and
Decoding Delay Problems

As its name indicates, the strict instant decodability condition of S-IDNC [55, 92]
limits the coding opportunities and lower the chances to reduce the decoding delay.
After introducing the concept of G-IDNC and the G-IDNC graph, the authors in
[59] showed that their scheme largely outperforms both the S-IDNC [55, 92] and the
Random clique search algorithms [25]. Since finding a schedule that optimally reduces
the decoding delay for the entire recovery phase, prior to its start, is intractable even
for only three receivers and erasure free scenario [18], a commonly adopted strategy is
to reduce the decoding delay at each recovery transmission. A scheme that optimally
optimize the decoding delay at each step is refereed to as optimal (even if it is not
optimal for the whole recovery phase). Finding the optimal packet combination that
reduces the decoding delay in G-IDNC was proven in [59] to be equivalent to solving
the maximum weight clique in the G-IDNC graph where the weights of each vertex
are the complementary of the packet erasure probability of the receiver represented
by that vertex.
The maximum clique problem consists of finding, in an undirected graph, the
largest set of vertices in which each vertex is connected to all the other vertices in
the set. Such set is called a clique. For example, if the vertices represents people and
connections represents that two people know each others. Then the maximum clique
problem consist of finding the largest group of people all knowing each other. Through
easy to state, the maximum clique problem is an NP-hard problem [126] and even its
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approximation is hard [127] due to its close relationship with combinatorial problems
[93]. A survey of results concerning algorithms, complexity, and applications of the
maximum clique problem can be found in [128]. The maximum weight clique problem
is a similar problem when the considered graph is a weighed one. Efficient exponential
algorithm to solve the problem can be found in [129, 130]. A related problem is the
k-clique problem [131, 132]. In this problem, the aim is to find a clique of size at least
k.
The authors in [59], after proving that the optimal solution to the decoding delay
problem is equivalent to a maximum weight clique problem, conjectured that the
problem is NP-hard. However, no explicit reduction was provided. Since the G-IDNC
graph have a special structure, general results from graph theory are not directly
applicable. The author in [72] proved the NP-hardness in the general case by showing
that the problem of minimizing the decoding delay for G-IDNC is equivalent to an
Integer Quadratic Programming (IQP) problem which is indeed NP-hard. Hence, the
G-IDNC problem is more complex that the S-IDNC one since the optimal solution
require solving a IQP instead of an ILP for S-IDNC [55]. For the special case of i.i.d
MECs and a number of packets that is linear or polynomial in the number of receivers
they provided a polynomial-time algorithm in the number of receivers that finds the
optimal coded packet. The solution was tested in a real network running a real-time
Android application in [133].
The decoding delay minimization study is extended in [68] to the PECs. The
channel intrinsic time dependency represents an important factor that can be exploited to further reduce the decoding delay. The authors showed that the problem is
equivalent to a maximum weight clique problem and proposed two heuristic to solve
it. The heuristics are tested against the channel-unaware G-IDNC algorithms and by
simulation proven to significantly outperform it and outperforms each the other in
certain ranges of channel memory levels.
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Douik et al. [134] proposed to minimize the maximum decoding delay experienced
by all receivers in the network instead of the sum decoding delay considered in the
previous work [59, 72, 133, 68]. Unlike the sum decoding delay, the maximum decoding delay as a definition of delay for G-IDNC provides a better Quality of Service
(QoS) by allowing a more equitable distribution of the delays between the different
receivers. The problem is shown to be equivalent to a maximum weight clique problem in a multi layer G-IDNC graph in which each layer contains the vertices that have
the same decoding delay and are more critical in increases the maximum decoding
delay than the next layer. This formulation increasing significantly the number of
served receivers when they are subject to strict delay constraints (a delay after which
the frame is no longer needed and the receiver considered as not served).
Finding a schedule that optimizes the completion time for the whole recovery
phase prior to its start is intractable [135] even for the erasure-less scenario [136].
Nevertheless, Sorour et al. [56] showed that the problem of minimizing the completion time in broadcast G-IDNC is equivalent to a stochastic shortest path (SSP)
problem, which is a special case of the Markov decision process (MDP) and is indeed
intractable. This SSP formulation allowed them to draw the theoretical properties of
a simple online packet selection scheme to minimize the completion time. The proposed solution consists of a maximum weight clique search over the G-IDNC graph in
which the weight of each vertex is the number of packet the receiver still needs divided
by the complementary of the erasure probability. In contrast with the best heuristic
policy to minimize the completion time studied in [47] that maximize the number
of receivers that can decode a new packet in each transmission, it is clear from the
weight assignment that the solution proposed in [56] gives priority to receivers that
with higher demands and worse channels. The solution is proven to outperform the
random and greedy packet selection algorithms with a similar computational complexity.
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In [60], the study of the completion time is extended to the multicast in which
the demand of receivers may differs. After extending the G-IDNC graph to fit both
the broadcast and the multicast case, the authors formulated the problem as a SSP
problem with absorbing states and designed a two-stage maximum weight clique selection algorithm that runs in polynomial time for moderate graph sizes. The solution
developed in [56] is run a first time for the graph containing the wanted packets by
the receivers. In a second time, unwanted packets are added to the packet combination if they do not violate the instant decodability constraint of the so far selected
packet combination to their intended receivers. In [124], the authors considered the
optimization of the unwanted packets and showed that the inclusion of these packets do not depend on the network metric under consideration since the only utility
of these packets is to improve the decoding opportunities. After proving that the
two stage graph approach is indeed the optimal approach, the proper weight each
unwanted vertex should be assigned is computed. Simulation results illustrate that
the proposed approach further optimize both the decoding delay and the completion
time for a similar computation cost.
In [63], in a context of multicast, the authors proposed a strategy that maximizes
the density of the coding opportunities. The coding density is defined as the number
of actual coding opportunities normalized by the maximum number of coding opportunities that could exist for the same number of packet requests. In other words, the
coding density quantify the number of coding opportunities with respect to the total
number of these requests. They showed that giving priority to the receivers with the
largest numbers of missing packets and erasure probabilities increases the expected
coding density. The study is extended in [75] to provide exact expressions for the
evolution of the coding opportunities. They further derived an expression for the
expected evolution of edge set size considering only the numbers of requested packet.
The expression was used to show the increase in the expected coding density, when
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giving priority to the receivers with the largest numbers of missing packets and erasure
probabilities, is monotonic. Through simulation, their solution was proven to improve
both the completion time and the receiver goodput of previously proposed schemes
where the receiver goodput is defined as the percentage of sender transmissions that
deliver new source packets to that receiver.
After introducing the O2-G-IDNC scheme, the authors in [71] studied the completion time and the decoding delay when users could buffer coded packets in addition
to plain packets. Two heuristics relying on maximum weight vertex search routine
were proposed to solve the problems. The gain over G-IDNC in terms of completion
time and decoding delay is quantified.
The authors in [137] investigated the minimization of the completion time for
collaborative packet recovery in underlay cellular cognitive radio networks using GIDNC. The network is composed of primary and secondary BSs that can help each
other without any coordination between them. They proposed a multi-layer scheme
that not only guarantees that helping the other network do not result in a degradation
of its own performance but also that interference thresholds for the primary networks
is not violated.
Reference [138] first considered a single relay-assisted wireless multicast networks
using G-IDNC instead of S-IDNC studied in [113, 114]. Afterwards, the authors
extended the study to the multiple relay topology. Making use of the reception diversity of the numerous relays in the network, they propose a joint G-IDNC and relay
selection algorithm that reduces further the completion time compared to previous
solutions in the literature.
The authors in [139] designed a G-IDNC scheme, which enables efficient progressive source packet decoding for broadcasts scenario in which the source packets
exhibit a hierarchical structure in order to reduce the completion time. The objective
is to reduce the number of re-transmissions for decoding certain fraction of the source
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the possible scenarios when no feedback is heard. Packet
combination 1 ⊕ 4 is instantly decodable by receivers 1 and 2. In the case either of
them acknowledge the reception, four possibilities can be identified.
packets. Their scheme fits in scenario of scalable video broadcast systems.
Often available at the broadcasting source, the feedback allows such source to
knows the distribution of the lost and received packets among the receivers and use
this information to efficiently [140] schedule the next transmissions. This feedback
can be collected at the source either by taking advantage of the symmetry of wireless
channel or explicitly, by collecting acknowledgements using specifically designed control traffic [24] or implicitly, by overhearing transmissions from the receivers [65, 66].
In the previously mentioned works, the reception of such feedback was assumed to
be perfect (i.e. feedback not subjected to erasure). In the presence of erasure in the
backward link and due to the uncertainty it induces, the sender is no longer able
to determine the instant decodability of the packets at the receivers. This flaw of
knowledge at the sender creates a challenge in selecting efficient packet combinations
in subsequent transmissions. Figure ?? shows an example of the different possible
scenarios when no feedback is heard.
This perfect feedback assumption is not realistic in many situations. Feedback
imperfections in G-IDNC can mainly be divided in two categories: the probabilistic
or lossy feedback and the limited or prolonged (also called intermittent) feedback.
The former refers the scenario in which the feedback is subject to erasure like the
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packets. The latter refers to the scenario in which the feedback is received after
several transmissions very practical in the case of time division duplex. Sorour and
al. extended the formulation proposed in [56] to cope with lossy or limited feedback.
In [141], they considered the completion time reduction for limited feedback broadcast
scenario. The SSP formulation is extended and shown to be more complex to solve
in the presence of uncertainties. However, the properties and structure remain the
same and permitted the design of greedy approaches to deal with un-acknowledged
transmissions. In [61], they solved the problem of the completion time reduction in
lossy feedback. The difference possibilities of unheard feedback are identified and
their probability computed. Three partially blind graph update are proposed to solve
the problem. Each of them outperforms the others for a given erasure probability.
The first approach considers all the unacknowledged packets as received, whereas the
second considers them lost and the third stochastically consider the packet lost or
received. The performance of these blind approaches is tested in [142] for both the
probabilistic and prolonged feedback loss and compared to the perfect feedback and
the RNC which is proven to achieve the optimal completion time performance over
all network coding schemes [143].
The completion time and decoding delay problems in multicast scenario have been
studied in [135] for both lossy and limited feedback. For the decoding delay reduction,
exact expression for the decoding delay is provided and the optimal solution is shown
to be equivalent to a maximum weight clique. The optimal solution is tested against
the three partially blind algorithm proposed in [141, 61, 142] and proven to outperform
them for all ranges of erasure probabilities. The study is extended in [69] to the
multicast decoding delay minimization in lossy intermittent feedback environment.
In this scenario, the feedback not only arrives by intermittence (only on the uplink
subframe) but is also subject to erasure. Figure ?? illustrate an example of a potential
transmission in lossy intermittent feedback. The problem is solved by the introduction
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Mtotal = 3 , Ntotal = 4
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of a potential transmission in lossy intermittent feedback. The
frame type D refers to the downlink subframe and the frame type U to the uplink
sub-frame. The channel designation G and B refers to the Good and Bad state
respectively. Symbol X used when it is not applicable. F represents the feedback
matrix those row represents receivers and columns the packets. 0 refers that the
packet is received, 1 that it is wanted and x that its state is unknown.
of the innovative (i.e. probability that a packet is innovative for a receiver) and the
finish probabilities (i.e. probability that the receiver has all its wanted packets). These
probabilities permitted the computation of the exact expected decoding delay. The
authors further extend the study in [144] to cope with PECs. Analytical expression
of the erasure probability is computed using the persistent nature of the channels and
the feedback from receivers and used to update the innovative and finish probabilities.
The framework is proven to be more general by showing that expressions in [135, 69]
can be seen as special cases. The formulation for the decoding delay is improved in
[125] for all the feedback loss scenarios by the introduction of the LG-IDNC graph
which allowed more possible packet combination at the sender.
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2.4.4

Trade-off of Completion Time and Decoding Delay

The throughput-delay tension in general NC naturally extends to G-IDNC. Since
RNC is optimal in throughput for the broadcasting scenario, G-IDNC causes generally higher completion time for the broadcast of the same number of Ntotal packets.
However, it provides a better delays by allowing earlier packet decoding which can be
beneficial for order insensitive applications (i.e. applications in which every packet
brings new information to the receiver regardless of its order) such as the multipledescription source coded systems [145, 40], and the broadcast of equally important
emergency and safety messages to a group of wireless terminals. In this type of applications, the throughput is as important as the delay. In fact, the transmission
of all the packets should be completed as fast as possible while allowing progressive
decoding of the already received packets. Hence joint optimization of the completion
time and decoding delay can be crucial.
Inspired by the potential of G-IDNC in the aforementioned applications, as well
as in the MBS and even in unicast settings [146, 147, 148, 139], Aboutorab et al. [136]
proposed to understand the tradeoff between the completion time and the decoding
delay in G-IDNC. In previous works, the minimization of the completion time and the
decoding delay have been done separately. For example, [54] addressed the problem
of throughput optimization. In [149] stochastic arrivals of packets is considered and
a sliding window coding approach is used to achieve optimal throughput. In media
streaming, the throughput analysis is provided for only the three (or two) receiver
cases [150]. Nevertheless, the delay is not considered in all these approaches.
In a context of G-IDNC, the policies to reduce the completion time and the decoding delay are though to act against each other. To improve the completion time,
receivers with the maximum number of missing packets with the highest erasure probabilities should be targeted [56]. Whereas, to reduce the decoding delay, maximum
number of receivers with the lowest packet erasure probabilities should be targeted
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[59]. To be able to jointly optimize the two metrics, [136] first linked the expression
of the completion time to the decoding delay in the erasure free scenario. The individual completion time is determined by both the number of packets the receiver is
missing and its decoding delay experienced during the whole recovery phase. Take
advantage of a SSP formulation, the expression is used to design an IDNC scheme
that improves the balance between completion time and decoding delay for broadcast
transmission over memory-less channel. Since the SSP problems are intractable, a
heuristic algorithm is proposed to perform effective packet selection over MEC then
it was extended to operate in PECs. It is worthy noting that this formulation allowed
uniform distribution of the decoding delay in contract with previous works (except
[134]).
The relationship between the completion time and the decoding delay is extended
to the erasure broadcast channels in [151]. Using the law of large numbers as approximation, it is shown that the individual completion time of the whole frame can be
written as sum of the decoding delay and the number of packet the receiver still wants
divided by the inverse of the erasure probability. This expression allowed to prove
that the completion time can be effectively reduced using a decoding delay approach.
The problem was formulated as a maximum weight clique in a multi layer G-IDNC
graph similar to the one presented in [134]. It is worth noting that the expression
of the weigh represents the sum of two terms: the first one is the term found in [56]
and the second one is function of the decoding delay. This new formulation allowed
the design of efficient algorithm to minimize the completion time through decoding
delay control. Simulations showed that this approach largely outperforms the classical approach using the SSP formulation. The same group of authors extended the
study in [152] to the case of lossy intermittent feedback over PECs. Whereas previous
works using PECs considered zero error probability (good state always correct and
bad state always in error), reference [152] used a non-zero error GEC. In contrast with
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zero error probability in which if an erasure occurs (or do not occur), the sender can
surely determine that the channel is in bad state (or good state), in the non zero error
GEC this information is never sure and should always be estimated. The algorithm
proposed in [152] is shown to outperform the classical blind approach to solve the
imperfect feedback in completion time minimization. Moreover, the authors propose
a low complexity algorithm with comparable performances based on binary particle
swarm optimization.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a popular search algorithm introduced
by Eberhart and Kennedy [153, 154]. Initially, the algorithm was proposed for the
optimization of continuous function based on the simulation of the social behaviour
of animals such as birds. The algorithm is based on the update of two vector for each
individual i (particle) in the multidimensional space:
• The position vector xi (t): this vector determines the current position of the
particle in the multidimensional space.
• The velocity vector vi (t): this vector determines the next position in which the
particle should be evolving through the equation xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + vi (t).
In order to explore a major part of the search space, randomness is introduced
in the algorithm. The update of the velocity vector depends not only of the objective function to optimize but also on the realization of two uniform U(0, 1) random
variables φ1 and φ2 . For each particle, the algorithm keeps track of the best position
visited so far by that particle (denoted pi for particle i) and the best position visited
so far by any particle (denoted by pg ). The velocity of particle i is updated using
vi (t + 1) = wvi (t) + c1 φ1 (pi − xi (t)) + c2 φ2 (pg − xi (t)), where c1 and c2 are positive
constants and w is the weight which represents the effect of previous velocity vector
on the new one. The position and the velocity vectors are updated a fixed certain
number of iterations T . Afterwards, the best position visited so far by any particle
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pg is outputted as the optimal of the objective function. A tutorial about PSO can
be found in [155, 156].
In [157], the authors extended their algorithm to the discrete functions (binary)
by using the sigmoid function that maps the real line to the (0, 1) interval. For the
update equations, the authors used the same equations as in their previous work.
Khanesar et al. [158] proposed a novel binary particle swarm optimization based
on a new definition of both the velocity vector and the update equations. Through
simulations, their algorithm was shown to outperform the algorithm proposed in [157].
This formulation using binary PSO in [152] allowed lower complexity since it
does not require the construction of the multi layer G-IDNC graph and its update
at each selected packet. Moreover, for a precise number of particular and a specific
initialization, the authors proven that the overall system will converge which eliminate
the inconvenient of PSO and keeps only its advantages.
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Chapter 3
Instantly Decodable Network
Coding: Device-to-Device
Communications
3.1

Introduction to Coded Cooperative Data Exchange for D2D Communications

Long range communications through wireless links between the BSs and the receivers
are subject to fading, shadowing, thermal noise, etc. These phenomena typically
result in erasure and failure to deliver the intended packets. To combat this erasure, multiple recovery mechanism are used such as the retransmission of the missing
messages and the implementation of forward error correction codes. In the last few
years, the notion of Cooperative Data Exchange have been proposed as a complimentary solution for packet recovery. First introduced in [159], CDE, as it names
indicates, allow cooperation between receivers (often called users or clients) to fasten the recovery of the missing packets by sending packets over short range. This
user cooperation diversity [160] creates more reliable communication channels. The
key idea in CDE is that, due to the broadcast nature of wireless channels, a packet
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that is missing at one user can be successfully heard by other users in the network.
This diversity of lost and received packets among users can be efficiently used to
accelerate the recovery process. Moreover, in the traditional Point to Multi-Point
(PMP) network, the wireless base station (BS) was the sole transmitter in charge of
the recovery process which consumes a lot of its resources and threat its ability to
meet the rate requirements. The situation will become more problematic in future
wireless standards as the QoS and rate requirements are becoming harder to meet.
The Device-to-device communication relocate this burden to the wireless users whose
number and computation abilities are growing. Finally, the D2D network model fast
and reliable communications over ad-hoc networks, such as sensor networks.
Generally, the problem of CDE in D2D networks refers to a set of users in a
network all interested in a frame. Each user knows a subset of the frame and wants
all the remaining packets he is missing. Soon after the introduction of this problem,
NC community become applying coding technique [161, 162, 163, 164, 165] to improve
the system performance. Using a network information flow formulation, the problem
of minimizing the throughput (i.e. number of transmissions) is shown to be a linear
programming optimization [166, 167]. However, this approach do not consider the case
in which users have different demand. Moreover, from the literature, it is know that
linear network codes do not achieve the capacity of multicast networks [168, 169, 170].
A similar problem is the Data Exchange (DX) problem, originally presented by
El Rouayheb et al. [164]. The configuration of the DX problems is the same as
the CDE problems. In other words, a set of users that hold a subset of a frame,
want the remaining packets of it. The notable difference is that there is no BS and
the users exchanging information by broadcasting packets (possibly network coded
packets). In [165], Sprintson et al. proposed a randomized polynomial-time solution
to minimize the number of transmission in the DX problem. In [171] a deterministic
polynomial time solution was proposed. The study is extended to the general network
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topologies in [172]. It is worth mentioning that variants to the DX problem exist.
For example, in [173] the authors considered the problem with helpers in the network
and in [174] the problem with transmission weights was studied. Under the name of
universal recovery, [167, 175] proposed numerous necessary and sufficient conditions
that characterize a feasible transmission schemes for the DX problem.
All of the aforementioned works considered a fully connected communication graph
(a fully connected network). In other words, they considered that there exist a link
between every two users in the system and thus each user can target all the others
through single hop transmission. This assumption is not realistic given the short
transmitting range of wireless mobile. Moreover, long range transmission will result
in high power usage and high interference and fading which eliminates the benefits
of D2D communications. In [176, 177], the authors considered a general setting in
which the constraint of a fully connected network is removed allowing the problem
to be extended to arbitrary topologies. Using undirected graphs, the authors in [176]
provides exact results for the number of transmissions in d-regular networks. In [177],
the authors show that the polynomial time solution is limited only for some special
cases such as the fully connected network. They proved that the general problem is
NP-hard and computationally intractable.
Among the NC schemes that were employed to improve the network capacity in a
CDE configuration, the IDNC have been employed to minimize the completion time
and the decoding delay. Various solutions have been proposed to improve the performance of many practical network configurations. The problems in a CDE network
employing D2D communications can be mainly divided into two categories. The first,
named centralized problems, considers a central controlled in the network responsible
of the coordination of the multiple terminal and possibly carrying the computation
burden. The second, named distributed problems, considers the network as independent users acting individually to reach a collective goal.
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3.2

Local Graph Representation

To represent both all the packet combinations and the users that can instantly decode
a packet from the combination, a convenient method is to use the G-IDNC graph
presented in [59] for the PMP broadcast system in a context of G-IDNC and first
introduced in [80, 78] in a context of index coding problems. In the case of cooperative
enabled network, reference [46] extend the graph formulation to the user side under
the name of local G-IDNC graph. This local formulation differs from the previous one
in that users are not able to make all the packet combinations like the BS. Since the
users possess only a subset of the packet in the frame, the packet combinations they
can perform are limited to the packets they already hold. To explicitly formulate the
construction of the local G-IDNC graph, we first design by Gi (Vi , Ei ) the local graph
at user i in the network. Whereas in G-IDNC graph, a vertex is created of all missing
packet at each user, in local G-IDNC graph a vertex is created only if the missing
packet is in the possession of the user constructing the graph. Thus a vertex vkl ∈ Vi
is created for each packet l ∈ Wk ∩ Hi . Since the connectivity conditions depends
solely on the instant decodability constraint, then they remain the same as for the
G-IDNC graph. In other words, two vertices vkl and vmn in Vi are connected with an
edge in Ei if one of the two following conditions is true:
• l = n ⇒ Packet l is needed by both users k and m.
• l ∈ Hm and n ∈ Hk ⇒ The packet combination l ⊕ n is instantly decodable for
both users k and m.
As for the PMP network, the local G-IDNC graph is most suited to represent
packet combination in the broadcast scenario and fail to represent them in the multicast scenario in which the demands of the users differs. Following a similar approach
than the one used to extend the G-IDNC graph in non-cooperative network, reference
[178] propose a two layer local G-IDNC graph for the multicast scenario. The first
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layer also known as the primary graph contain the wanted packets and the second
one know as the secondary layer represents the unwanted packets. The connectivity
conditions intra-layers remain the same and connection inter-layer is performed if the
inclusion do not distrust the instant decodability constraint of the first layer since
the only utility of the unwanted packets is to enlarge the coding opportunities of the
users.
For a partially connected network, the users are even more constrained in the
packet combination they can perform. Not only they should use solely the packets
they hold but also they can target only the users in their transmission range. For
each user i in the network, the authors in [179] proposes a graph formulation ,similar
to the local G-IDNC graphs, that is able to generate coding combinations only from
the packets it holds and intended to users in its transmission range. As we will
explain in the next section, the transmission range of users changes with the set
of the transmitting users since, depending on this set, a subset of users will be in
interference and cannot be targeted by any other user. To explicitly formulate the
graph, let us first define A as the set of transmitting users and Oi (A) the set of
users that can be targeted by user i ∈ A. For each transmitting user i ∈ A, its
local G-IDNC graph Gi (A)(Vi (A), Ei (A)) can be constructed by generating a vertex
vkl ∈ Vi (A) for each packet l ∈ Wk ∩ Hi , ∀ k ∈ Oi (A). The connectivity conditions
between two vertices vkl and vmn in Vi (A) remain the same:
• l = n ⇒ Packet l is needed by both clients k and m.
• l ∈ Hm and n ∈ Hk ⇒ The packet combination l ⊕ n is instantly decodable for
both clients k and m.
Clearly, if the network is fully connected, then only one user will transmit at each
round. Therefore, no user will be in interference and the set of users that can be
targeted is the whole network (except the only transmitting user). In that case, the
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graph reduces to the fully connected local G-IDNC graph introduced in [46].

3.3
3.3.1

Centralized Optimization
Decoding Delay Problem

Aboutorab et al. [178] considered the problem of minimizing the decoding delay in
multicast CDE systems using G-IDNC. In such system, the deciding is made not
only for the coded packet to be transmitted by also on the transmitting user. Since
the users are fully connected (each user can target any other user with a single hop
transmission), at each time slot only one user will be transmitting. Otherwise, the
interference generated by packet collision will make all users experience a decoding
delay. The authors in [178] showed that, in such cooperative scenarios, finding the
optimum client and packet selection is equivalent to solving the maximum weighted
clique over the local users weighted G-IDNC graphs. In order to reduce the complexity of the solution, they proposed a heuristic algorithm that aims to minimize
the lower bound of the expected decoding delay in each transmission and assessed
its effectiveness by simulation. By nature the algorithm is centralized since a search
over all the users’ graph is needed to effectively minimize the decoding delay. Thus a
central controller in the network decides at each round which user will be transmitting. This assumption will be relaxed in the next section with the introduction of the
distributed optimization.
In previous work, the network was considered fully connected (FC-D2D). In that
case, the decision will be made for the transmitting user and the packet combination.
However, when the system is partially connected (PC-D2D), multiple users can transmit at the same time. Hence in such a PC-D2D environment, the decision should
be made not only on the packet combination as in the conventional PMP scenario or
the transmitting user and the packet in FC-D2D but on both the set of transmitting
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users and the packet combinations that they will be transmitting in order to achieve
a certain quality for one of the network metrics.
This simultaneous transmissions will make a subset of users in interference (users
that can hear multiple transmissions in the same time slot). In addition to the
users that can be in interference, a subset of users can be out of the transmitting
range of all the transmitting users. This type of users, since they cannot hear any
transmission, will experience a decoding delay. It is worthy noting that the set of users
in interference and users out of the transmission range of all the transmitting users
depends solely on the set of transmitting users regardless of the packet combinations
they are transmitting. To account for these effects, the definition of the decoding delay
dramatically changes from the definition used in the PMP and the FC-D2D. In this
context, the decoding delay in the PMP setting is referred to as the Conventional
Decoding Delay and the decoding delay in PC-D2D as the Cooperative Decoding
Delay. Below is a recall of the definition of the decoding delay in PMP network:
Definition 2 (Conventional Decoding Delay). At any recovery phase transmission,
a user i, with non-empty Wants sets, experiences one unit increase of decoding delay
if it receives a packet that is either non-instantly decodable or non-innovative.
The Cooperative Decoding Delay, introduced in [179] is defined as follow:
Definition 3 (Cooperative Decoding Delay). At any cooperation recovery phase
transmission, a user i with non-empty Wants set will experience one unit of decoding delay increase if he is transmitting, or he is out of the transmission range of
the transmitting users, or he is in an interference region, or his conventional decoding
delay increases.
The cooperative decoding delay is defined in such a way that it is consistent with
earlier established results about the relationship between the decoding delay and the
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completion time [151, 152]. Unless confusion arises, the cooperative decoding delay
will be called simply the decoding delay.
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Feedback matrix giving the lost and received packets for all users. 0 refers that a
packet is received, whereas 1 refers that it is wanted.
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Figure 3.1: Example of transmission in partially connected D2D network using GIDNC. The combination of the transmitting users A that includes user 3 that target
user 2 with packet 3 and user 5 that target users 6 and 7 with the packet combination
1 ⊕ 3 is the optimal solution. In that case, user 4 will be in the interference region
T (A) and user 1 out of the transmission range of the transmitting users S(A).
Douik et al. [179] investigated the problem of minimizing the decoding delay
in CDE enabled PC-D2D network. After defining the cooperative decoding delay,
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the authors identified the expression of the decoding delay increment of all users
in the network in order to formulate the cooperative decoding delay minimization
problem. The problem is shown to be complex with inter-dependence between the set
of transmitting users and the optimal packet combination they can make which make
the problem difficult. Figure ?? shows an example of erasure matrix, the feedback
matrix, a partially connected D2D network, and their corresponding sets of users.
The authors solved the aforementioned problem when no interference between users
is allowed. In other words, users can transmit simultaneously provided that no user
in the network experience interference. They showed that the optimal solution when
no interference between users is allowed is equivalent to solving a maximum weight
clique problem in the cooperative graph. This graph is constructed by generating a
vertex for each user in the network and connecting two users if their simultaneous
transmission do not result in interference for all users. The weight of each vertex
is obtained by solving a maximum weight clique problem in the partially connected
local G-IDNC graph of the user identified by the vertex.
This no interference constraint limits the coding opportunities. Thus it limits
the capacity of the network and lead to sub-optimal solution. In [180], the authors
extended to the solution to the general case by introducing clustering of users. The
key idea behind clustering users is to generate virtual users (group of users that can
be seen as a virtual user in the network) such that for these users their coordinated
transmissions will not result in interference of one cluster to the other. However,
interference may exist inside the same cluster. The problem is first solved of all such
clusters to generate the weight of each cluster. The whole problem is shown to be
equivalent to a maximum weight clique in the cooperative graph augmented with
the new virtual users. The weight of each vertex represent the contribution to the
network by that user (concrete or virtual). To reduce the complexity of the solution,
the authors propose an optimized algorithm that instead of generating all the clusters
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optimize the number by skipping clusters that surely will not be part of the optimal
solution.

3.3.2

Completion Time Problem

In [46], the authors proposed to solve the problem of securely delivering a set of packets to users over broadcast erasure channel. Each user in the network is interested
in receiving its own message but not the others. The term secure refers that the
transmission session is robust again computational brute-force attacks and that it is
weakly secure in information theoretical sense. The authors proposed to use G-IDNC
to increase the total throughput of the network. Two scenarios have been considered:
the PMP configuration in which the BS is responsible of the recovery of the packets
and the CDE configuration in which users cooperate with each other by exchanging
packets. For fully connected CDE enabled network, they proposed a heuristic algorithm to find an efficient, in terms of mean completion time, scheme at each round
of transmissions selects the user to transmit and the combination of messages that
should be transmitted. Their algorithm is inspired by the graph models introduced
in [56, 80] where the index coding problem is mapped to a maximum clique problem
or equivalently to a graph coloring problem. Using analytic approximations, the performance of their proposed algorithm is evaluated and quantified. Furthermore, they
proved that the proposed method can be easily generalized to the cooperative index
coding problems.
Dong et al. [181] considered a data broadcasting in relay-based CDE enabled
network. Unlike traditional CDE, they considered that cooperation between users
can be performed only via a relay. This data transfer is completed in two phases. In
the first one called uploading phase, the user encode the packet and transmit it to
the relay. In the second phase named the downloading phase, the relay re-encode the
received packets from the different users and multicast the mixed packets, each to a
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subgroup of users. The problem is to find the packet combination in each of the stages
of the communication in order to reduce the completion time. For general field size,
the authors proposed a polynomial time coding scheme that optimize the completion
time for sufficiently large underlying fields. For the binary field (i.e. G-IDNC), they
proposed a low complexity heuristic algorithm and by simulations showed that its
performance is very close to the one of the optimal solution.
In [182], a decoding delay approach is used to solve the problem of completion
time minimization in partially connected D2D communication enabled network. The
authors first extended the relationship between the completion time and the decoding
delay established in [151] to the partially connected networks. For PC-D2D, the individual completion time can be approximately expressed as a function of the Wants
set of users, the average expected erasure probability, the cooperative completion
time and the network connectivity parameters. Hence, the connectivity index (average number of links between users in the network) is an important parameter in the
completion time minimization that affects significantly the performance of the whole
system. Using the approximation of the completion time provided by the relationship between it and the decoding delay, the authors showed that the solution to the
completion time minimization in broadcast PC-D2D network, in the non interference
scenario, is equivalent to solving a maximum weight clique in the cooperation graph
in which the weight of each vertex is the solution to a multi-layer maximum weight
clique search over the local G-IDNC graph established in [134]. Furthermore, the authors proved that the solution in the general scenario can be achieved using clustering
of users similar to the one used in [180].

3.4

Distributed Optimization

3.4.1

Quasi-Distributed Algorithms
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Feedback matrix giving the lost and received packets for all receivers. 0 refers that a
packet is received, whereas 1 refers that it is wanted and −1 that it is unwanted.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of a long journey message. Packet 3 is wanted by user 1. This
packet is not held and is unwanted by all users (user 2 and 4) connected to user 1.
The packet is held by user 6 and thus multi-hop transmissions is necessary to that
packet to arrive to user 1.
Reference [73] proposed to remove both the constraint of broadcast and the fully
connected network for the cooperative index coding problem, introduced in [172], and
minimize the completion time over a general network topology. The generalization
to the partially connected network is challenging as explained in the previous section
mainly due to the fact that in this configuration a subset of users should be selected to
transmit whereas in FC-D2D a single user was selected. Simultaneous transmissions
may result in interference for a subset of users that should be addressed efficiently.
Thus an ideal scheme will not only target the maximum number of users that can
instantly decode an innovative packet but also it should avoid collisions. The multicast
scenario add a new dimension to the problem. Even though the total message may
be hold collectively by all the users, a requested message (this message is called a
long journey message) by one user may be not found in any of its neighbours because
it is an unwanted packet for them. Figure ?? illustrates an example of a feedback
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matrix and its corresponding long journey message. The authors in [73] showed that
minimizing the completion time over this general topology is NP-hard and that is
naturally reduced to cooperative index coding problem in FC-D2D which is NPhard itself [178]. Greedy algorithm is proposed to efficiently solve the problem. The
solution is called quasi distributed because it requires additional signalling in the
system to coordinate the transmissions. Even though the computation is performed
in a distributed fashion, the decision is collectively reached by additional signalling.
Moreover, they proposed a route discovery algorithm to select a route between a user
that hold the message and the user that wants it. After a route have been discovered,
the packet is added to the Wants set of all the users in the route. The proposed
solution was shown via simulation to have better performances than the FC-D2D
network configuration.
On the same line of quasi distributed solutions, the authors in [183] proposes to
optimize the computation at the local users. For a distributed system, computation is
a bottleneck and optimizing algorithms is a necessity. An optimized method to create
the graph and update it at each iteration is proposed. Figure ?? give an example of
a feedback matrix, the corresponding G-IDNC graph, and the steps of reduction of
the G-IDNC graph. It is worthy noting that the proposed solution do not depend on
the metric under consideration even though the completion time have been taken as
an example in [183]. In addition, the authors derived sufficient conditions to reduce
the complexity of solving the system. Under specific conditions, the dimension of the
system can be reduced and the problem is show to be equivalent to a maximum weight
clique instead of a maximum weight clique as in the original formulation. Finally, a
fast greedy algorithm is proposed. The philosophy of the algorithm is that instead
of generation local graphs to compute the packet combination, the users compute
the packet combination that the sender can make (recall that the sender hold all the
packets unlike the users). Once this packet combination determined each user remove
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the packet it do not hold and plug the erasure probability he have and compute the
expected decoding delay. Although less optimal that generating the local graph, this
method is proven to be a good trade-off between complexity and efficiency.
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0
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1
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1
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Feedback matrix giving the lost and received packets for all users. 0 refers that a
packet is received, whereas 1 refers that it is wanted.
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Figure 3.3: Example of dimension reduction in the G-IDNC graph. Note that user 2
and 4 are requiring the exact packets. In the first step, the user dimension is reduced
to include user 2 and 4 in the same vertex whose weight is the sum of the individual
weights. Note that packet 1 and 3 are required by the same users. In the second step,
the packet dimension is reduced since only packet 1 or 3 can be served simultaneously
and they play symmetric roles.

3.4.2

Game Theoretic Framework

Game theory is a great tool to model distributed systems without a central controlled
or excessive signalling in the system. Studying and optimizing the different type of
equilibrium such that the Nash equilibrium, the Pareto optimal, price of anarchy
[184], etc improves the distributed solution. Major results of game theory for wireless
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communication are provided in [185, 186].
In wireless communication, cooperative control are very common. These games
are defined by several autonomous players attempting to achieve together a global
objective. One famous example of such cooperative control are the NC problems
in which all players try to efficiently use the network resources by opportunistically
taking advantage of the possible coding occasions. Since players are autonomous, the
central challenge in such type of game is to develop a local control mechanism for each
such that they collectively serves the desired global objective. One way to design this
mechanism is to design the utility functions in such way that they reflect a collective
behaviour and serve achieving a desirable system performance. Using game theory to
solve NC problem have been well studied in the literature [187, 188, 189, 190, 191].
Generally, the games are considered to be complete and perfect. The assumption of
complete information means that the utility function and the actions that players can
take are known by all the players involved in the game and the assumption of perfect
information reflects that all players know the history of the game perfectly. Most of
the previous work on network coding assumed the player are not selfish and always
cooperative, reference [192], considered the case selfish users that do not have the
incentive to participate in inter-session network coding in a static non-cooperative
game setting.
An elegant subclass to model these cooperative control problem is the potential
games, first introduced in [193]. The game is called potential if their exist a common
function to all players that quantify the disagreement among them. Such a function
is called the potential of the game. It is worthy mentioning that the potential function does not directly guarantee the Pareto optimality of the Nash Equilibrium but
rather represents the Lyapunov of the game [194]. General results about equilibrium
existence and uniqueness can be found in [195]. For the particular case of potential
games [196] provides theorems about existence and uniqueness of equilibrium.
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Douik et al. [197] proposed to reduce the completion time for a FC-D2D in a
fully distributed fashion. They introduced a game theoretic framework to improve
the distributed solution by overcoming the need for a central controller or additional
signaling in the system. The session is modeled by self-interested players in a noncooperative potential game by designing utility functions such that an increase in
the individual payoff results in a collective behavior achieving a desirable system
performance. In the case of perfect feedback (i.e. complete and perfect information
in game theory terms), the authors used the best response algorithm as a learning
algorithm. In best response games, first introduced by Cournot [198], players select
the actions sequentially. The selected action for each player is the one that return the
best payoff given the action of the other players in the previous round. In [199] bestresponse potential games are introduced and characterized and their relationship with
potential game exhibited. The solution in [197] was shown to largely outperforms the
conventional PMP scheme in most practical situations.
In [200] the study was extended to optimize the three network metrics (completion
time, sum and maximum decoding delay) in an imperfect feedback environment. In
such scenario, the information available at each players is no longer symmetric and
the payoff partially known in contrast with the perfect feedback scenario in which the
information was shared and the utilities known. The authors designed three game
each optimizing one of the network metric. Since the best response learning algorithm
may lead to poor performance in the presence of incomplete information, the authors
proposed to use a similar algorithm known as the reinforcement learning algorithm.
Reinforcement learning have been first introduced for single player game and then
extended to study the behavior of animals. As for the best response algorithm,
reinforcement learning make players interact with their environment depending on
the previous choice of the other players and on the outcome of the past actions.
The main difference with the best response is that randomness is introduced for
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stochastic games. The philosophy of the algorithm is that players select stochastically
the actions given that the satisfactory actions will be more likely to be selected and not
satisfactory one will tend to be avoided. Reinforcement learning can be implemented
[201] by associations a set of probability distributions over the set of actions for each
players and update these distributions according to the outcome of the past actions.
The survey [202] summarizes the historical basis of the reinforcement learning and
provide practical implementations.
To cope with the incomplete information in [200], a punishment policy have been
proposed to avoid repetitive collisions in the system. The solutions developed was
theoretically proven to achieve the Nash bargaining equilibrium which is fair and
more efficient than the one obtained without bargaining or agreement. Numerical
results showed that the completion time formulation in imperfect feedback scenario
outperforms the conventional PMP.

3.5

Open Problems and Future Research Directions

In this last few years, new concepts such as heterogeneous network (HetNet) [203, 204]
have been introduced and the radio access networks (RAN) went through a major
structural change. The traditional single high powered base station serving all users
in its cell is gradually replaced by a the mass deployment of low power access points
in a network mesh connected through high speed backhaul links as well as network
routers [205].
The proliferate heterogeneity, number of BSs and the network size added to the
back-haul constraints make interference management for the HetNet a challenging
task. The problem become worst with continuing move towards full spectrum reuse.
To efficiently manage interference in HetNet, the concept of heterogeneous cloud radio
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access networks (HCRAN) have been introduced. In HCRAN, the several BSs in the
network are connected thought high capacity links to a centralized computer known
as the cloud. With its ability to efficiently allocate resources and coordinate between
BS across the network, such HCRAN have a great potential to manage interference
through smart BS coordination and joint signal processing. HCRANs are expected
to achieve a huge performance improvement over the existing technologies and to be
the core architecture planned as a future 5G standard [206].
In all the aforementioned works coding was performed on the network layer without physical layer consideration. The network is seen as independent channels between
the users and the BS. Whereas in practical setting, interference may seriously degrade
the performance of such systems. Some works [207, 208, 209] begin to address network
coding with a cross layer design in the traditional single base network configuration.
The performance of HCRANs can be largely improved by allowing coding. To include
coding, data distribution among users should be used in the scheduling process. However, this setting represents a challenge. First, from a physical layer point of view,
users do not have the same rates since their channels are different and therefore the
packet combination should be chosen according not only the distribution of lost and
received packets among users only but also according to the instantaneous rate of
each. Secondly, the definition of delay in such setting should be addressed since the
classical definitions of throughput, delay and rate maximization can be competitive
metrics.
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Chapter 4
Concluding Remarks
Network coding has shown, since its introduction, great ability in achieving maximum
information flow over the network. Early research focused in developing schemes that
achieve that maximum throughput. These schemes are based on random mixing of
the information packet for encoding and operations over Galois fields for decoding.
However, these research neglected the delay that their scheme are generating. For
multicast applications, such delay should be addressed carefully and a whole new
area of research immersed. Thanks to its low complexity and manageability feature,
instantly decodable network coding imposed itself as a new paradigm.
In this survey, we presented a detailed state-of-the-art in the field of instantly
decodable network coding. We have identified, categorized and evaluated the various proposed IDNC scheme and divided into centralized and distributed schemes.
We further divided the IDNC schemes into strict and generalized IDNC and compared them in terms of reliability, performance, their complexity and packet selection
methodology. Although the performance is generally inversely proportional to the
computation complexity, there are several successful schemes from both the performance and complexity viewpoint. IDNC has been a matter of research for over a long
time now and have build a strong reputation in packet recovery over both wired and
wireless channels. Nevertheless, practical implementation of such technology is still
at its beginning.
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Research in instantaneous codes in heterogeneous wireless networks is still a challenging area and an open issue. The main difficulty is the formulation of a scheme
which is truly beneficial in a wide variety of network configuration and user demand/preference. Most of the proposed schemes do not consider interference introduced by the other user in the network. When designing coding schemes, it would
be appropriate to consider the interference in a distributed environment. For D2D
architecture, the overheads length introduced by the distributed network structure
should be addressed and minimized.
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